
Many Much

Name: Date: __/__/20__

His activity spread itself out over _______ fields.1. many

No man at that time was more popular than Franklin or had as _______
public attention shown him.
2. much

I cannot boast of _______ success in acquiring the reality of this virtue, but
I had a good deal with regard to the appearance of it.
3. much

No race can prosper till it learns that there is as _______ dignity in tilling a
field as in writing a poem.
4. much

The gray mare he had for _______ years.5. many

It was difficult to say what should be done, and _______ time was spent in
deliberation-so confused were the ideas of all.
6. much

The affair attracted _______ attention in the province and opinions differed.7. much

He approached the cavern with _______ determination, but with many
misgivings.
8. much

They remained in _______ anxiety, vainly endeavouring to surmise what
had caused the interruption to their journey.
9. much

Where he worked, and indeed in other places, _______ men were like
him.
10. many

She received help and encouragement from _______ friends.11. many

The opera was brought out in London the same year, with nearly the
same cast, but did not excite so _______ enthusiasm as in Paris.
12.

much

They carried, also, _______ French women with their children.13. many

There is a rich farmer up there on the hill, who has just sold all his fat
cattle for _______ money and has bought some lean ones which will cost him
little.

14.
much
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There are _______ stones in my mosaic.15. many

I listened, I need not say, with fixed attention, and put _______ questions
as to the more mysterious part.
16. many

A great _______ other words were talked of, but nothing seemed to suit.17. many

Happy Hawkins tells his own story with such a fine capacity for knowing
how to do it and with so _______ humor that the reader's interest is held in
surprise, then admiration and at last in positive affection.

18.
much

They turned to the left into a road that had _______ trees.19. many

It took me _______ time to elicit the facts.20. much
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